BL Lac objects are an elusive and rare class of active galactic nuclei. For years their evolutionary behavior has appeared inconsistent with the trend observed in the population of AGN at large. The so-called "negative" evolution implies that BL Lacs were either less or fainter in the past. This effect is stronger for BL Lacs selected in X-ray surveys. We have investigated if one of the selection criteria, namely the flat-radio spectrum (imposed on the Radio-selected but not on the X-ray-selected samples), might explain the different evolutionary trend.
BL Lacs samples and evolution
Radio selected and X-ray selected samples of BL Lac objects are created through various selections and show different evolutionary properties as shown in Table 1 . It is evident from the Table indications that only samples that impose the α r (flat radio spectrum) criterion show positive evolution (vs. negative or no-evolution). We want to analyze whether this selection criterion is a primary cause for the different evolution measured in different sample. We obtained simultaneous data at the Very Large Array (VLA a ) at 20, 6 and 3.6 cm (C conf.) for a (radio) flux limited sample of 26 sources a The VLA is a facility of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. The National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) is a facility of the National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
) with the purpose of studying the distribution of α r in a complete unbiased sample. A detailed analysis is available in [ 3 ]. We find that a large fraction of BL Lacs show a steep spectrum (15-40% depending on conditions of observations). These objects are missed in radio surveys that need an α r selection criterion to avoid the bulk of radio galaxies. However, on average, steep spectrum sources have similar properties to flat spectrum sources. We conclude that the spectral selection is not responsible for the different evolution properties of RBL and XBL.
